The Revolutionary NEW Paving Solution

As Seen On DIY Network

Environmentally Friendly Installation

- Mixed on site and applied quickly in a single pour with minimal equipment
- Made from recycled tires and is ADA compliant, every 1000 square feet of Porous Pave™ keeps 300 tires out of the landfill
- Can be applied in temperatures between 40° and 90°F and generally cures in 24 hours
- Allows larger volumes of water to pass through (approximately 6300 gallons per hour, per square foot) which reduces runoff by allowing water to soak through into the ground

Flexible & Durable

- Slip resistant, flexible surface resists crumbling and cracking, reduces “trip and fall” accidents
- Resistant to oil, chlorine, ozone, UV rays, muriatic acid, transmission fluid, gasoline, diesel, hydraulic fluid, salt water and many other hostile materials
- Non-flammable and non-toxic

Perfect for Patios

- Excellent alternative to brick pavers, standard concrete and other commonly used products for creating beautiful, durable and functional patios
- Eliminates standing water
- Pour-in-place material fits to any shape over existing pavers, concrete, wood, etc.
- Low impact installation — can be installed in landscapes with very little impact to existing plants, trees and shrubs

Pool Surrounds

- Can be installed in new construction or over top of existing concrete or wood pool decks
- Great traction when wet, reduces slip and fall accidents
- Variety of colors to match your landscape

www.porouspaveinc.com

Available in 7 colors

- Gray
- Green
- Cypress
- Black
- Brown
- Tan
- Redwood

MADE IN THE USA